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Chapter 5  Sky Matters: some background

‘Perceptions of the sky are culture-specific. What one society might perceive as 
significant might arouse little or no interest in another. Thus, just because people 
brought up in the Western tradition generally feel that the brightest stars are the 
most prominent and hence the most notable or consequential, others would not 
necessarily do so: the Borana of southern Ethiopia, for example, attach key impor-
tance in their calendar to the relatively dim stars in our constellation of Triangulum, 
and many traditional peoples in the southern hemisphere attach great significance 
and meaning to dark patches in the Milky Way’ (Ruggles 1999, 147).

The interest of the last decades in sky perception and integrated concern by those of specific 
cultures, as specific traditions, is mainly carried out within research in the growing field of ‘cul-
tural astronomy’, now the preferred term for what was up to the late 20th c. termed ‘archaeo-
astronomy’.78 While not a few archaeologists abhor the subject in general, others do not. Clark 
(1992,55), for example, stated: one ‘ought on a priori grounds to be prepared to accept that pre-
historic man engaged in astronomical speculation beyond what his circumstances required.’ 

Patterns of constellations, such as suggested in the preceding chapter for the Noord-Holland 
features with associated materials, in addition to suggesting practices involving conceptualisa-
tions of patterns in the sky, also implies a greater age of forms and general designation than the 
earliest mention in texts and traditional thought on Babylonian and Greek derivation. Astrono-
mists, those who study the history of western astronomy, do not know who was responsible 
for seeing which stars as constellations, when. As the history of astronomy is their subject, the 
main focus is on how astronomy developed as a science, not on the history of constellations as 
cultural categories. 

Some argue that on morphological grounds patterns of stars will suggest themselves as certain 
images, wherever, such as the widely recognized Greater Bear constellation, where the stars in 
the past

‘would have even more vividly suggested a bear than they do now, and that having 
noted and preserved this depiction, our remote ancestors invented various tales and 
legends to commemorate it. This appears to have happened independently in differ-
ent parts of the world, so that stories about the great bear here have been found in 
Asia and North America, as well as in Mediterranean lands’  (Room 1988, 158).

Whether the stars suggest anything at all of a ‘bear’ is a subject for a debate within cognitive 
theory. Constellations are a typical cultural category, whereby one must be taught to see them at 
all in conceptualising an image around a few spots of lights, or joining dots to form an object. 
They are, but they are not there; it is a matter of perception.79 Most people (including the author, 
until 1992) in the West do not know how to ‘see’ them, find them, or know they can be used 





to tell time. How the patterns arose is a matter of discussion, which has been going on for some 
time, apparently, and can be characterized by the Uniformist and Gradualist Model. The first 
argues that the classical sky map was created at one place and time, by astronomer priests, while 
the Gradualist position, and that gaining ground, argues synthesis through unrelated sources, and 
a long development, with a place for very ancient cultures (cf summary, references and discussion 
Frank & Bengoa 2001). That some Native American tribes recognize the Greater Bear constella-
tion (e.g., Hall 1989, Frank 2001), as did the Greeks (but see Blomberg 2003), is reason enough 
to argue a very ancient origin for some constellations. Gurshtein (1997), for example, considers 
a Palaeolithic origin for the Greater Bear pattern likely exactly because of the exact designation 
between the continents. And, although researchers expressed the idea in the beginning of the 
20th c., academic theses are gaining more attention with interpretations of Palaeolithic objects 
(Rappenglück 2003) and cave paintings as representations of constellations.80 However, origins 
of the patterns presented in Chapter 4 is not a subject here. Theoretically, a common framework 
of at least Indo-European scope is considered more likely than a late chronology and the Uni-
formist, diffusion model via the Greeks and the Romans to the nether regions of Europe, for at 
least some of the patterns. 

This chapter is concerned with bringing something of the subject to attention of those with 
little knowledge of the scale of research in sky matters presently, or on modes of perception 
which one can gain through historical texts. The following aspects will be briefly addressed 
within the following sections:

--two forms of cultural astronomy as research of the later 20th c.: on questions and 
structured frameworks of the anthropological approach, with which most archae-
ologists are not familiar; and some points on the early megalithic alignment debate, 
aspects of which are familiar to many. 

--examples of early European texts that illustrate a concern with heavenly bodies, 
including some Greek, Roman and Christian texts, and comments on Germanic 
areas.

--a brief excursion into the rise, reaction to, and the descent of Solar Mythology 
of the mid-19th c. to the beginning of the 20th. The paradigm remaining included 
adherence to the precepts of the evolution of religion and became directly associ-
ated with assumptions on who could be interested in the stars, as a stage in ‘devel-
opment’.

--a brief look at some European, ethnohistoric source material and some ‘folk’ 
ideas on stars, as well as past assumptions about the derivation of the ideas, as part 
of mentality. 

Through these brief historical excursions into various aspects of cultural astronomy, and possible 
indications in texts, the subject could be related to historical anthropological frameworks more 
than is now the case. Time-telling, mythical figures, and seasonality are facets yet to be explored 
for late prehistoric society, such as the small farming communities of Noord-Holland. Some 





facets of interpretation mentioned in this chapter will be brought up again in Chapter 6 for sug-
gesting cosmological concerns of inhabitants in these settlements. The examples below are also 
chosen as to some possible implications for the wider context, Chapter 7, as Pagan vs. Christian 
in categorization of conceptual concerns joined to practical landscaping, as finds and texts. 

 .        ‘    ’                 

Research examples cited in this section stem from approaches within what became termed the 
Brown and Green approaches. An international symposium in Oxford, 1981, led to publica-
tion of the papers in two volumes: The volume with brown cover, edited by Aveni (1982), is 
on research done within anthropological frameworks. The collection of papers bound in green, 
edited by Heggie (1982), is on British megalithic astronomy. A melding of the two approaches 
is now under way (cf Ruggles 1999).

 .  .                     :             

Archaeoastronomy and ethnoastronomy have become over the last forty years a respected spe-
cialization within anthropology. Certainly early ethnographers had noted types of interest shown 
by various non-western cultures in celestial matters, and by the 1970’s, the study began to be 
systematized and broadened to a great degree through an interdisciplinary approach involv-
ing art historians, astronomers, historians, architects, ethnographers and archaeologists working 
towards increasingly specified anthropological goals.

Within the broad goal of defining what the relationship is between astronomical phenomena 
and culture followed greater specification, as formulated by Aveni (1989, 7): which particular 
phenomena mean what to people who note them; why specifically these and not other phe-
nomena; how are they taken up in ritual, myth, calendar, religion, architecture and historical 
chronology; what role does astronomy play in shaping ideology; and, how is the phenomenon 
used as a way of creating order within particular cultural frames of reference. 

Methodological concerns are neither on how closely Native American epistemology, for 
example, conforms to that of the western world, nor ‘whether or not American Indian systems 
of astronomy and cosmology constitute a “science”’ (Aveni & Urton 1982, vii). Depending 
on the research focus, the same also applies to the study of (early) state systems. The following 
examples were chosen for a brief outline here to demonstrate similarities despite a difference 
of scale.81 Many of the concerns within cosmology are shared, and symbolic intent is certainly 
shown to be equally present between state and small-scale communities. There are also numer-
ous instances of associated materials, archaeologically retrievable, and also included are examples 
from archaeology as part of anthropology.

China: Questions addressed on ancient Chinese cosmology conjoin with those put forward by 
Wheatley (1971), an urban ecologist:

‘Underpinning urban form not only in traditional China but also throughout most 
of the rest of Asia, and with somewhat modified aspect in the New World, was a 





complex of ideas to which Rene Berthelot has given the name astro-biology...This 
mode of thought presupposes an intimate parallelism between the mathematically 
expressible regimes of the heavens, and the biologically determined rhythms of life 
on earth, (as manifested conjointly in the succession of the seasons and the annual 
cycles of plant regeneration)...’ (cited in Carrasco 1989, 50).

China has an unbroken history of sophisticated astronomy stretching back to at least the middle 
of the 2nd millennium BC (Sivin 1989). Probably the most extensive studies, fitting within the 
above quote, of architecture and cosmology have been carried out on 15th-16th c. features of the 
‘cosmic temples’ of Old Beijing based on ceremonies which had arisen by the 2nd  c. BC. ‘The 
emperor was the pivot of the world. As heaven’s agent, he ruled with a celestial mandate. It was 
the foundation of his authority. His ability to establish and maintain order originated in the 
cyclical patterns of night and day, lunar phases, seasons, and planetary movements, all monitored 
by his own court astronomers’ (Krupp 1989, 65).

Within a mode of what Wheatley terms ‘cosmo-magical thought’, the Emperor integrated 
space with time by moving through seasonal rounds, by paths set out and defined by the sacred 
capital layout. The emperor’s personal relationship was materialized through sacrifices at specific 
times, at specific places, and they were explicit evidence of his mandate. The most important 
ceremony was that accompanying the winter solstice that took place on the Round Mound, 
representing the heaven, bringing the Emperor closer to the sky, emphasizing his personal bond 
with the supreme ruler of the universe. Among other things, meat, skin and the blood of sacri-
ficed animals, and wine were offered during the nine-act ceremony. The offerings were subse-
quently burned, smoke rising to the heavens. Cosmological content is also clearly symbolized 
by the structure of the mound:

‘Cardinal stairways provide access to the stack of three elevated decks, and each 
section of staircase has nine steps. Nine is heaven’s special number at the Round 
Mound. The pavement on the upper terrace is laid out in concentric rings, and the 
number of stones in each ring increases as a multiple of nine around the central 
disk. These rings presumably symbolize the nine heavens, and the ninth and outer-
most ring has 9 x 9 = 81 stones. The scheme of multiplying nines continues on the 
middle and lower platform as well, and there were nine acts in the emperor’s winter 
solstice sacrifice’ (Krupp 1989, 68).

Complementary to the winter solstice ceremony was that of the summer solstice, directed to 
the earth rather than the sky, when terrestrial divinities received their due; instead of being 
burnt, the offerings were buried in the ground. The two most important ceremonies, dividing 
the world and year in half (Summer/earth:Winter/sky) are the dualistic principles (yin & yang) 
represented in other contrasts such as feminine & masculine, dark & light, soft & hard. Symbolic 
correspondences can be found in the scheme of materials, colours, and animals based on the 
principle of cardinal directions.

Aztecs: Carrasco (1989) uses the framework provided by Smith (1978), on Mesopotamia and 
Egypt, to view Aztec remains. Five facets were found to dominate society of the Near Eastern 
world for over two thousand years:





1. there is a cosmic order that permeates every level of reality;
2. this cosmic order is the divine society of the gods;
3. the structure and dynamics of this society can be discerned in the movement and 

patterned juxtaposition of the heavenly bodies;
4. human society should be a microcosm of the divine society;
5. the chief responsibility of priests and kings is to attune human order to the divine 

order. 

The Aztecan New Fire Ceremony (recorded in 1507) is an example of the fifth aspect whereby 
Moctezuma II carried out his chief responsibility ‘... to ensure the rebirth of the sun and move-
ment of the cosmos for another cycle of 52 years, through discernment of an astronomical 
event’ (Carrasco 1989, 49). The procession of the Pleiades through the meridian was the event, 
followed by human sacrifice, the lighting of the new fire, on the ‘Hill of the Star’, which was 
then carried to the Templo Mayor. There followed a distribution of the new fire by messengers, 
priests and runners to outlying towns and cities in what Carrasco describes as a deeply meaning-
ful social and symbolic gesture.

Inhabitants then received the new fire after having in preparation ritually extinguished their 
fires, cast statues and hearthstones into the water, and swept clean houses, patios and walkways. 
‘They’ (only males?) then climbed onto their roofs to watch for the fire on the hill; reported 
is also that women were locked up in granaries for fear they would turn into wild, man-eat-
ing beasts. The night of the ceremony was further filled with anxiety that the event would not 
happen. 

This element of fear is something Carrasco finds permeating other ceremonies and bound 
directly to the perceived uncertainty of astronomical events, which if they did not occur would 
mean the non-alignment of the natural world leading to disorder in the cultural world. Con-
comitantly, the king is not a king if his temple is out of alignment to the natural world: impor-
tant for the Feast of the Flaying of Men was the orientation of Templo Mayor on the equinox 
sun. Moctezuma was not satisfied it was exact, and ordered a rebuilding; excavations have shown 
this major complex had been rebuilt seven time within a century (Carasco 1989, 52).

Modern Maya: Sosa has among the contemporary Maya of Yucatan ‘compiled and compared data 
sets on both belief and practice from the general public, as well as from the hmèen, a Mayan ritual 
specialist, who also acts as teacher, doctor, diviner, priest and advisor’ (Sosa 1989, 132). 

For this society, the earth is a square and directions are sides, not points, although the rain 
deities are at the four corners of the limit of the earth, at the interface of the sides; their names 
are prefixed by colours – white, black, yellow, green – relating to the perceived colour of clouds 
of these regions. This four-corner structure with accompanying guardians is also the protec-
tive structure perceived for town, hamlet, cornfield, cattle corral, house-plot, or a section of the 
forest. The understanding, shared by both priest and public, is thus of multi-scaled space (ibid. 
135).

The most important deity is the sun as Jesus Christ, Hahal dios, who is believed to have cre-
ated cosmic order. The sun’s path, the earth’s delimitation and importance of the rain deities to 
the main crop of maize are interlaced through language, village layout, ritual processions and 
markers. Offerings are placed at certain times at the ‘holes of the town’, or ‘entrances to the 
town’, on stone altars of the wooden crosses marking the ‘holes’. Special attention is given to 
those of the four corner points of the primary guardians, with attendant tree symbolism, of a 





cross with upturned arms, painted green. Leaving through one of the ‘holes’ of the community, 
many Maya can be seen picking up a pebble, touching it to their foot and placing it on the stone 
alter at the foot of the ‘living cross’, as an offering to the deity for protection.

The hmèen also has an altar table, which is a model of the quadrilateral earth, and called ‘the 
world’, used in his many rituals in asking for benefits or eradicating evil. The sides of the table 
represent the sky, and gourd vessels mark deity positions on this earth. A candle atop a stick 
representing the ‘hole in the sky’ marks the centre. Especially when the sun is at its highest 
point, prayers are made to the sun deity, reaching him/it through the hole in the sky, a sort of 
‘cosmological conduit’ (ibid. 140).

Pueblo: A few aspects of the historic Pueblo Indians of the American Southwest will be men-
tioned as outlined in a study by Zeilik, based on early ethnographies. He states: ‘In particular, the 
sacred and planting calendars, kept by observations of the sun and the moon, control [Pueblo] ... 
life – an essential integration of astronomy, agriculture, and ritual’ (Zeilik 1989, 143).

Zeilik makes a distinction between astronomical purposes and astronomical practices deriving 
from the purposes:

‘In the Pueblo Southwest context, astronomy serves the purposes of establishing and 
validating (1) sacred directions and cosmic patterns, (2) cosmic mythology, (3) certain 
ritual sites and shrines, (4) the ritual planting calendar, and (5) times for hunting and 
gathering. These desired ends prompted the development of horizon calendars, light 
and shadow markers, and lunar phase counts for tracking the calendar. The main task 
of the calendar watch centers on methods to anticipate festival dates’ (ibid. 145).

Sun and moon calendars both were used. Two main methods were used to make observations 
to arrive at dates just by the sun. The one involved using a sun-watching station, a small rock 
enclosure to which the priest went to watch the sun appear at a point on the horizon. The other 
method was through watching for light and shadow cast through windows or portals, such as 
recounted in the diary of John G. Bourke, November 19, 1881 (cited in Zeilik, 146):

‘After breakfast, Cushing, Pedro Pino [the Governor of Juni] and myself went to the 
upper story of one of the highest houses on the Eastern side of the Pueblo; here in 
the West wall was an old blue china plate fixed there, so the head of the house said, 
in the time of the Spaniards, to conceal a painting of the Sun, which faced a small 
rectangular aperture in the eastern wall. When the sun shone through the aperture 
farthest to the North, Spring had come and the season of planting had arrived; the 
more Southerly aperture allowed the rays of the Sun to fall upon the center of the 
plate (in ancient times upon the face of the sun picture) about the period of the 
Autumnal equinox – and when the light struck a certain point in the wall, it was 
the time of the Winter Solstice.’

In another passage, Bourke remarks the sun priest also had a stone pillar, a place to make sacri-
fices and watch the sun (ibid. 156). Archaeological sites of the American Southwest have been 
analysed by Zeilik (among others: see Zeilik 1989, 149-156) dating to hundreds of years earlier 
which show with some certainty the existence of portals of astronomical importance analogous 
to the ethnographic record as well as probable horizon calendars. Much discussion has also been 
spent on whether or not petroglyph sites, with celestial symbols, were shrines only, or also used 





as watching stations in calendrics. Zeilik concurs with the view that some rock art was meant to 
interact with light and shadow, as shown at some spectacular sites. Somewhat before the summer 
solstice at the Holly site at Hovenweep, for example, ‘two shafts of light move horizontally across 
a petroglyph panel that includes spiral and circle shapes. Only about seven minutes pass from the 
first appearance of the beams and their merging near a spiral’ (ibid. 156). Some symbols on the 
panel have been interpreted as relating to the Twin War gods (Venus as Morning and Evening 
star) and a snake/serpent as water symbol.

Navajo: Other sites with star motifs for which use for observation has not been suggested are the 
Navajo Star Ceilings. Chamberlain (1989) discusses thirty-nine of them. They consist of clusters, 
ranging from a few to large numbers of stars, most often as equal armed crosses in red, black or 
white pigment, occurring twice with bird motifs and twice with crescents. The type of petro-
glyphs occur on small overhangs, large and small, shallow and very high alcoves, the last with no 
obvious way of getting up to the ceilings. The star ceilings date from about 1700 to 1864, but 
contrary to what some authors have maintained, Chamberlain does not agree they sometimes 
represent constellations as recognized by the Navajo, and as known from clear depiction in other 
art forms and ceremonies. Single stars are taken up particularly in the Great Star Chant, having 
to do with the myth of a hero’s trip into the sky where he acquired ritual knowledge from stars, 
used when back to earth to cure illnesses perceived as a result of evil:

‘The Star Chant is one of the few Navajo ceremonies in which the sand paintings are 
made at night. This is necessary, for the stars made with colored sand must be lighted 
and given spiritual power by the star shine of a particular star, which looks down 
through the opening in the roof of the medicine hogahn.…In the star ceremony 
there are not many sky maps such as we find in the Hail Chant and in the Shooting 
Chant, nor are there any real constellation groupings. Each medicine man chooses one 
or more that he believes he can influence, and then directs his ceremonial prayers and 
rites toward that particular one or group of stars’ (Chamberlain 1989, 335-336).

Star ceilings have been suggested as shrines visited by medicine men, with the stars placed as 
prayer offerings to stellar deities. The star crosses are also sometimes found on Navajo prayer 
sticks, which were objects offered. A modern Navajo medicine man stated the stars hold the 
sky together and the stars on rock ceilings hold the rocks together. A Hopi medicine woman 
questioned as to similar practice, replied: ‘Not stars – they make prayer feathers and put them on 
ceilings so they won’t fall on you’, but she thought it likely the old people might have put the 
stars on ceilings to keep them from chipping and falling – ‘to hold up the ceilings, like whoever 
holds up the universe’. Chamberlain notes that according to the Navajo emergence tradition, 
First Man raised the sky over the world like a giant hogahn. 

In reference to the colours used for the stars, Navajo recognize both black and red as threat-
ening colours, but both are used to protect, as well; white is the colour of perfect ceremonial 
control. The combination of red and black, found in some star groupings on the ceilings, could 
indicate impending danger.

Barasana: As many people do, the Barasana believe they live at the centre of the world, in this 
case the Colombian Vaupés region on the Río Pirá-Paraná. They are slash-and-burn agricultur-
ists, fishers, hunters and gatherers. Hugh-Jones (1982) collated ethnographies of the area and did 





anthropological research to provide a detailed description of cosmology and rituals as bound to 
economy, landscape, house content and layout, and language. 

Barasana recognize more than twenty constellations, with mythical derivations, and single 
stars as being fruits, animals, fish, birds and insects, as well as things such as a fence or an adze. 
These constellations or single stars are mainly along the Milky Way, which is called the New and 
Old Path, and are seen as travelling in progression, sequentially, announcing and causing certain 
yearly occurrences. The most important regulator is the Star Thing or Star Woman, which is the 
star group of the Pleiades, whose appearance announces the New Year. The Pleiades are taken to 
be the night counterpart of the sun. Rites occur when the Pleiades appear at dusk in the west, 
near the end of the dry season. The oppositions at this seasonal point are summarized as 

 dry season:wet season :: Pleiades:Scorpius :: male agricultural activities:female agricultural 
activities :: cultivated fruits:wild fruits 

At this point as well, the sun around the time of the equinox is in balance, described as ‘sit-
ting squarely on its seat in the center of the house’ (ibid. 200). The myth concerning the rite 
describes two solar beings who travel together up the underworld river. At midday (midnight on 
earth), they stop, test each other’s powers, and conclude that they are of equal strength. Chant-
ing and hallucinogenic drugs are part of the rite where space and time are united when the 
house becomes the universe, and day and night become symbolic of the cycle of the year. Thus, 
the climax of the ritual calendar links the dwelling to cosmological landscaping. The dead are 
rejoined with the living as symbolized by taking musical instruments, representing ancestors’ 
bones, hidden at the bottom of rivers – the underworld – and given life/voice by the men who 
subsequently play them, on earth. At midnight, initiates eat coca powder from a sacred gourd. 
The gourd represents the Pleiades, the sky, and Woman Shaman as female principle. 

The flutes being played up and down the east-west axis of the house represent the male prin-
ciple as the sun’s path. Houses, each having between 20 to 30 inhabitants, are representations of 
the Barasana cosmos: The roof is the sky held up by posts, the mountains. Light shining through 
the roof holes are the stars. The floor is the earth, underneath is the underworld. The house is 
oriented as the cosmos, always conceptually, but not always in actual fact, east-west. Through the 
middle runs an invisible river, the Pirá-Paraná, which bisects the world. The beam running along 
the axis of the roof is the sun’s path. Women use the west door, men the east. The centre of the 
house – that is, the centre of the world – is reserved for men and public ritual. Above the centre 
in the roof is a vertical post: ‘the seat of the sun’, a name used as well for midday. The rise of the 
Pleiades in the west at dusk and the associated rites are essential within Barasana cosmology. They 
‘believe that if this rite were not held regularly, the universe would come to an end’ (ibid. 201).

These are but a few examples from a vast subject matter, and anthropologically it would be hard 
to envisage integrated symbolism without analysing sky referents as culturally perceived agents 
within categorizing and integrating earthly life. Material culture is clearly taken up in cosmolo-
gy, and some objects have concrete, specific, correspondences to constellations in cosmology and 
earthly differences such as gender and social groups (cf e.g., constellations referencing moieties: 
Hall 1989). Some of the elements of the above briefly mentioned analyses will return in Chapter 
6, on Schagen specifics, especially this last example on the Barasana. The aspect of one night, as 
metaphor of the year, is also useful for interpretation in Chapter 7, in regards to the Voluspa.





 .  .                     :                          

The ‘Green’ studies are typically of the Old World, when megalithic monuments were brought 
into connection with telling time, as some form of astronomical calendar and/or observatory.82 
Single stones or stone alignments and points on the horizon have been analysed under the 
broad assumption that they form sight lines on lunar and/or solar occurrences. Work done in 
Britain became that best known, with Alexander Thom’s work, starting in the thirties, becoming 
widely known through his publications (Thom 1967, 1971), and when the public’s imagination 
was captured by Stonehenge as a computing observatory (Hawkins & White 1966), which for 
some archaeologists (as part of the public) is still fixed in their minds. For many facets, of many 
monuments as alignments, there never was acceptance, or through further research, acceptance 
is now questionable (for summation of points and problems cf e.g., Heggie 1982, Ruggles 1989, 
MacKie 2002; but particularly Ruggles 1999 for discussion and references). 

The British monument alignment discussion, particularly, was characterized in recent decades 
by hot debate, and a call to and application of statistics. As primarily mathematicians and/or 
astronomers carried out the studies, the end result was to be scientific rigour. Significance 
becomes somehow ‘natural’ whereby the study of calendrics in regards to megaliths was placed 
in a non-transformable series of solar and lunar alignments of importance. Additionally, exacti-
tude of the present must be mirrored in the past, otherwise findings were unacceptable; ‘sight-
lines’ are not sightlines because of variously, and in the present, defined degrees of exactitude. As 
Platt remarks (1991, S80): ‘...while statistical methods may sometimes confirm the significance 
of certain alignments, they cannot prove lack of significance in isolated ones.’ 

Despite the many analyses of Stonehenge in regards to astronomy, Atkinson concluded: ‘...
there is only one built-in alignment which can be accepted with confidence, namely the axis of 
the first straight stretch of the Avenue directed on the first-gleam solstitial sunrise at the end of 
the third millennium BC’ (Atkinson 1982, 114), something already recognized by the antiquar-
ian William Stukeley in the mid-18th c. (ibid. 112). The determination by Atkinson still holds 
(Ruggles 1999, 139). 

Much less attention began to be given to claims of megalithic science connected to high-preci-
sion astronomical observation. As Platt observes, the concept was ‘born under the star of positiv-
ism’ and tended to seek its own ‘origin of “Western scientific” astronomy among the megalithic 
cultures of Northwest Europe’ (1991, S76). At the same time one was categorizing along one’s 
own recognized important sky phenomena. The search for megalithic certainties has been 
described as a form of archaeoastronomy, but as a subdivision of the history of science, look-
ing for prehistoric Einsteins (cf especially Gingerich 1989). Because of the apparent (statistical) 
uncertainties of megalithic alignments in general, many of the analyses were slotted into the 
‘science vs ceremonial’ debate which smouldered on through the 1980’s

‘fuelled by those who insist that evidence in favour of high-precision observations 
becomes evidence in favour of “scientific” astronomy, while refutation of high-pre-
cision indications and evidence in favour of low-precision ones becomes evidence 
in favour of “ceremonial” astronomy’ (Ruggles 1989, 23).

Ruggles pointed out that consequential to emphasis placed on precision or non-precision mat-
ters, little understanding had been reached about the sites themselves in conjunction to the 





builders and users. Little use had been made of archaeological data, as mainly engineers and 
mathematicians/astronomers did the research. 

Other issues still drag on as archaeologists use outmoded semi-anthropological suggestions, 
and an adherence to ‘evolutionary’ stage descriptions (theocratic and necessarily a chiefdom) 
within which members of a society could achieve the skills for obtaining alignments (cf MacKie 
2002).83 And, anthropological examples must still be cited for bringing aspects of actual cultural 
realities to the fore for dimming the evolutionary stage approach as mode of interpretation. 
Barclay and Ruggles (2002, 671)84 note, in reply to MacKie: 

‘…certain “experts” amongst the Mursi, a group of transhumant cattle herders and 
pastoralists in southwestern Ethiopia, watch the sun moving along the mountainous 
eastern horizon and use this to help regulate the calendar. However, they simply 
acquire the skill from their fathers and are accorded no special status in a society 
that is broadly egalitarian.’ 

Despite the disagreement on the exactitude of alignments, the general assumption is these 
monuments do have to do with ‘time’ and contextualized ritual, sometimes over very long peri-
ods.85 Particularly Ruggles has brought the discussion towards a dialectic of Green and Brown 
approach within studies of cultural astronomy and British monuments: 

‘The way forward here, as in archaeology as a whole, must surely lead from the 
middle ground where contextual ideas are developed using the widest possible range 
of pre-existing (but from a formal statistical point of view, ultimately subjective) 
knowledge and serious attempts are made to ‘test’ these ideas (in the broadest sense) 
by examining patterns in the material record’ (Ruggles 1999, 161).

 .                      ,                          
     

The patterns described in Chapter 4 are testable, as models. Within the long term, marking in 
the early Christian period is shown to have occurred, in an unmistakable manner at the Velser-
broek-B6 site, where the constellation Horse was partially re-marked with a mound and horse-
shoes before the 13th c. Such indigenous concern with marking landscape as star patterns is not 
noted in early texts – unless in indirect form, as ‘worship’ of stars (see below). Various texts are 
cited in this section for showing concerns of other later pagans, and through to missionary and 
church fathers on examples of what they had to say when altering practice. 

Out of context from the works in which they appear, each is dissociated from discussions as 
to how they should be interpreted. How they ‘should’ be interpreted is a function of the time 
the interpretation takes place and within a mentality shared by many that civilization came to 
the northern West via the Greeks and Romans. There is little room for (cultural) astronomy at 
a time earlier than contact situations. Within various specialist studies of the last century, the 
tendency has been in definition through difference - for example, early Greeks to later Greeks 
to Romans, to Celts, Germani, and missionaries. Texts cited here are used to illustrate concern, 
not to analyse the concern, and the focus is in similarity of concern, or recognition, of sky phe-
nomena as supernatural powers. Known, but rather ignored, but something which can be read 
in the following texts is that gods are part of the sky landscape. 





 .  .             

Of the 8-6th c. BC Greek writers, there are examples of sky phenomena as the mythological 
figures and their attributes. For example, taken up as two of the Homeric Hymns are here parts 
of To Selene, the moon, and To Ares, the planet Mars: 

‘... the long-winged Moon. From her immortal head a radiance is shown from 
heaven and embraces earth; and great is the beauty that ariseth [5] from her shining 
light. The air, unlit before, glows with the light of her golden crown, and her rays 
beam clear, whensoever bright Selene having bathed her lovely body in the waters 
of Ocean, and donned her far-gleaming rainment, and yoked her strong-necked, 
shining team, [10] drives on her long-maned horses at full speed, at eventime in the 
mid-month: then her great orbit is full and then her beams shine brightest as she 
increases. So she is a sure token and a sign to mortal men’ (ed/trans. Evelyn-White 
1914).

‘Ares exceeding in strength, chariot-rider, golden-helmed, doughty in heart, shield-
bearer Saviour of cities, harnessed in bronze, strong of arm, unwearying, mighty 
with the spear. O defence of Olympus, father of warlike Victory, ally of Themis, [5] 
stern governor of the rebellious, leader of righteous men, sceptred King of manli-
ness, who whirl your fiery sphere among the planets in their sevenfold courses 
though the aether wherein your blazing steeds ever bear you above the third firma-
ment of heaven; hear me, helper of men, giver of dauntless youth!. . . .’ (ed/trans. 
Evelyn-White 1914).

Attributed to Hesiod of Boeotia and probably of the later 8th c., Theogony has explicit mention 
of stars and the moon, and where the immortal gods are placed, for example:

‘And Earth bore starry Heaven, first, to be 
An equal to herself, to cover her
All over, and to be a resting-place,
Always secure, for all the blessed gods’ (ed/trans. Wender 1973, 27).

‘Last she [Phoebe] bore Hekate, who above all, 
Is honoured by the son of Kronos, Zeus.
He gave her glorious gifts: a share of earth
And of the barren sea. In starry heaven 
She has her place, and the immortal gods
Respect her greatly. Even now, when men
Upon earth, according to the rites,
Make handsome sacrifices, and entreat
The gods for favour, Hekate is called...
In courts she sits beside respected lords;
In the assembly of the people, he 
Whom she has chosen, shines...
And she is helpful in the stables, too,
Along with Hermes, to increase the stock. . .’ (ibid. 36-7).





Also attributed to Hesiod, Works and Days is of an different nature, being a practical work setting 
the times for carrying out activities within a yearly cycle, according to time as marked by the 
rising of stars and constellations. For example:

‘When the Pleiads, Atlas’ daughters, start to rise
Begin your harvest; plough when they go down.
For forty days and nights they hide themselves,
And as the year rolls round, appear again
When you begin to sharpen sickle-blades;’ (ibid. 71).

‘The sun’s sharp fury and the drenching heat 
Subside, and mighty Zeus sends autumn rain,
Our bodies move more nimbly; then, by day,
Sirius passes overhead less time
And travels more at night. The tree you cut 
At this time, when it sheds its leaves and stops
Sprouting, will be most free of wormholes...’(ibid. 72)

Leaving aside the question of what Zeus is, if not the planet Jupiter, the brilliant star Sirius 
is in any case used for marking time, as are other clearly stellar phenomena mentioned in 
Hesiod’s work such as Acturus, Orion, Andromeda. Hesiod also has advice for not offending 
the immortal gods. Gods are out and about at night, and can see you, as the Sun can see you 
during the day:

‘Do not make water, standing toward the Sun
Unless he has not risen, or has set;
And when you travel, do not urinate
Upon the road or near it; and do not
Expose you body, for the night belongs 
To the blessed gods. A man who’s reverent
And knows much wisdom, sits or goes beside
A courtyard wall, where he will not be seen.’ (ibid. 82-3)

In the Odyssey (15.329) Homer uses a (solid) vault designation for the heavens/sky. In the Iliad 
(18.478) Homer specifically mentions constellations in the description of the intricate ‘cosmic’ 
shield made in heaven for Achilles, 

‘First fashioned [Hephaistos] a shield great and sturdy, adorning it cunningly in 
every part, and round about it set a bright rim, threefold and glittering, and there-
from made fast a sliver baldric. Five were the layers of the shield itself; and on it he 
wrought many curious designs with cunning skill.
Therein he wrought the earth, therein the heavens therein the sea, and the unwea-
ried sun and the moon at the full, and therein all the constellations wherewith 
heaven is crowned – the Pleiades, and the Hyades and the mighty Orion, and the 
Bear, that men call also the Wain, that circleth ever in her place, and watcheth Orion, 
and alone hath no part in the baths of ocean’ (ed/trans. Murray 1924).

These are not ‘all the constellations’, and regarding the remainder of the lengthy description as 
also referencing the sky touches on the debate of the 19th c., discussed below. Achilles (the sun) 





has then a shield of the night sky. A ‘shield’ description, The Shield of Herakles, with reference to 
Sirius as the only clearly named star, is attributed to Hesiod, although it is also considered to be 
of later date (OCCL). About 467 BC, Aeschylus describes Tydeus’ shield: ‘He has this haughty 
symbol on his shield: well-crafted sky, ablaze with stars, and the brightness of the full moon shin-
ing in the center of the shield, the moon that is the most revered of the stars, the eye of night’. 
And, a few lines further: ‘And regarding this night which you describe on his shield, sparkling 
with heaven’s stars perhaps the folly of it might yield to one some prophetic understanding.’ 
(Seven against Thebes 386, 400; ed/trans. Weir Smyth 1926). A much later, Germanic mythical 
shield description, cited by Snorri Sturluson, can also be likened to the sky full of images, mov-
ing about, mentioned in Chapter 7.

Less lyrical versions of the cosmos are found in the Pre-socratic philosophers of the 6th/5th 
centuries who agreed the earth was flat, a floating disc or the top of a cylinder. The sky is an 
outer dome or a sphere, implying finite space and a fixed place for stars. The following sum-
mary is from Pannekoek (1961, 95-105):86 Anaximander of Milesia (611-546 BC) conceived of 
the heavenly bodies as wheels of fire. The light that we see is only a part of the wheel – an axle, 
pipe, vent, or bellows-nozzle – through which fire jets. Anaximenes (585-526 BC) thought the 
stars moved as a cap about the head; but also that stars are ‘fixed like nailheads in a crystalline 
vault’.87  Fixed stars, but then within a sphere, rather than a dome, are found in Anaxagoras of 
Clazomenae (c. 500-428 BC). Parmenides (c. 450 BC) had the heavenly bodies moving between 
an inner wreath of fire and an outer solid sphere. Around the same time however, according 
to Empedocles of Acragas, the stars were again fixed on a hard outer sphere. He also thought 
there was an inner sphere consisting of two hemispheres of fire: the one with lighter fire is day; 
the darker hemisphere is night. Sun and moon were polished spots on the inner surface of the 
hemispheres, reflecting the outer fire.

The Pythagoreans later placed the ‘Hearth of the Universe’ in the centre, rather than the 
earth. As the uninhabited side of the earth faced the hearth, you could not see the hearth. The 
sun, a transparent globe, was itself lighted by the central hearth and the outer fire. The stars were 
still fixed to an outer sphere.

 

 .  .                        

In the fourth century, Plato’s work Timaeus is a rounded off cosmology which takes up the 
results of the science of the day in combination with how everything came to be created, includ-
ing who was responsible. The philosophy of Plato included cosmology, as the call to empirical 
observation of the universe – particularly stars – cannot be separated from his definition of the 
nature of stars. In Timaeus (38d) ‘the star sacred to Hermes’ is mentioned, and the other planets 
are referred to and are the visible divinities. Epinomis, written by someone well-versed in Plato’s 
works,88 attributes the naming of the planets as a tradition taken over from foreigners of ‘Egypt 
and Syria’, and the author mentions that there the ordering of the planets had long been under-
stood. Due to climatic conditions, the Greeks were ‘so much later in imparting the cognisance 
of the order of these deities’ (trans/ed. Lamb 1986, 987d; and, cf particularly 986-987). 

Plato’s ideas concerning the transmigration of souls are generally thought to have derived 
from ‘Orphism’, from the misty times of the early authors (OCCL). The work Timaeus sets out 





in very concrete terms what Plato thought stars were, also in terms of the science of gender and 
the superior sex, as women are failed men:

‘And when He had compounded the whole He divided it into souls equal in number 
to the stars, and each several soul He assigned to one star, and setting them each as 
it were in a chariot He showed them the nature of the Universe, and declared unto 
them the laws of destiny, – namely, how that the first birth should be one and the 
same ordained for all, in order that none might be slighted by Him; and how it was 
needful that they, when sown each into his own proper organ of time [transl. note: 
i.e., star], should grow into the most god-fearing of creatures; and that, since human 
nature is two-fold, the superior sex is that which hereafter should be designated 
“man.” And when by virtue of Necessity, they should be implanted in bodies, and 
their bodies are subject to influx and efflux, these results would necessarily follow, – 
firstly, sensation that is innate and common to all proceeding from violent affections; 
secondly, desire mingled with pleasure and pain; and besides these, fear and anger and 
all such emotions as are naturally allied thereto, and all such as are of a different and 
opposite character. And if they shall master these they will live justly, but if they are 
mastered, unjustly. And he that has lived his appointed time well shall return again 
to his abode in his native star, and shall gain a life that is blessed and congenial; but 
whoso has failed therein shall be changed into woman’s nature at the second birth; 
and if, in that shape, he still refraineth not from wickedness he shall be changed every 
time, according to the nature of his wickedness, into some bestial form after the 
similitude of his own nature...’ (Timaeus 41/42, trans/ed. Bury 1929).

Plato then sets out how the rest of earth’s creatures derive: birds are men, evidently after they 
have again failed in women’s bodies, who are harmless but light-minded; four-footed and more-
footed creatures are men who have neither paid attention to philosophy nor studied the nature 
of the heavens; the most foolish become footless earth dwellers (snakes and worms?); the most 
utterly thoughtless and stupid of men become fish and shellfish. ‘Thus, both then and now, liv-
ing creatures keep passing into one another in all these ways, as they undergo transformation 
by the loss or by the gain of reason and unreason’ (Timaeus 91E-92B, ibid.). Within Plato’s phi-
losophy:

‘Vision, in my view, is the cause of the greatest benefit to us, inasmuch as none of 
the accounts now given concerning the Universe would ever have been given if 
men had not seen the stars or the sun or the heaven. But as it is, the vision of day 
and night and of months and circling years has created the art of number and has 
given us not only the notion of Time but also means of research into the nature of 
the Universe. From these we have procured Philosophy in all its range, than which 
no greater boon ever has come or will come, by divine bestowal, unto the race of 
mortals’ (Timaeus 47,A; ibid.).

The nature of the revolutions of the five visible planets is generally taken to have been discov-
ered by Chaldean priests, whose empirical knowledge reached the Greek scholars certainly by 
Plato’s time, and Plato then reasoned an invisible supreme being as creator of the visible deities, 
the immortal gods, the planets.





‘Of the other stars the revolution have not been discovered by men (save for a few 
out of the many); wherefore they have no names for them, nor do they compute 
and compare their relative measurements, so that they are not aware, as a rule, that 
the “wanderings” of these bodies, which are hard to calculate and of wondrous 
complexity, constitute Time’ (Timaeus 39, C,D, ibid.).

From this statement primarily comes the conclusion that ‘others’ did not connect the wandering 
stars to the gods, nor were other cultures elsewhere in Europe doing anything with any of the 
heavenly bodies, except possibly the sun. Obviously, Plato could not know what others, outside 
of his range of knowledge, were doing. More popular belief in stars as souls is given around the 
same time as Plato by Aristophanes (Peace 828-840). At the most reductionistic level, Romans 
supposedly took over Greek religion and attached the names of their gods to the natural phe-
nomena. Cicero correlates stars with divine symbols in a legend concerning the Spartans:

‘…the Spartans had set up some golden stars in the temple of Castor and Pollux 
at Delphi to commemorate the glorious victory of Lysander over the Athenians, 
because, it was said, those gods were seen accompanying the Spartan fleet in that 
Battle. Now, just before the battle of Leuctra these divine symbols – that is, the 
golden stars at Delphi, already referred to – fell down and were never seen again’ 
(De Divinatione I.xxxiv.75; trans/ed. Falconer 1979).

The stars are the gods Castor and Pollux, and they have divine symbols of golden stars, which 
one could also read were visible ‘accompanying’ the fleet. Virgil is very clear, around 29 BC, in 
correlating star status with Augustus: 

‘Yea, and thou, O Caesar [Augustus], whom we know not what company of the 
gods shall claim ere long; whether thou choose to watch over cities and care for 
our lands, that so the mighty world may receive thee as the giver of increase and 
lord of the seasons, wreathing thy brows with they mother’s myrtle; ... or whether 
thou add thyself as a new star to the lingering months, where between the Virgin 
[Virgo/Erigone] and the grasping Claws, a space is opening (lo! for thee even now 
the blazing Scorpion draws in his arms, and has left more than a due share of the 
heaven!)...’ (Georgics I, 24-42, trans/ed. Fairclough 1994).

Here is the idea that Augustus will join the company of the gods as a star, some of the spaces 
as/between constellations shifting a bit to make room when he returns to heaven. He is doing 
something similar with the vault of heaven and the souls of animals and men when Anchises 
answers the question: ‘But, father, must we think that any souls pass aloft from here to yon sky, 
and return a second time to sluggish bodies?’ (Aeneid 6.719, trans/ed. Fairclough 1994). Aside 
from this soul=star=divinity idea, polestar and constellations, seasons and weather are also linked 
by Virgil:

‘One pole is ever high above us, while the other, beneath our feet, is seen of black 
Styx and the shades infernal. Here, with his tortuous coils, the mighty Snake glides 
forth, river-like, about and between the two Bears – the Bears that shrink from the 
plunge ‘neath Ocean’s plain. There, men say, is either the silence of lifeless night, and 
gloom ever thickening beneath night’s pall; or else Dawn returns from us and brings 
them back the day, and when on us the rising Sun first breathes with panting steeds, 
there glowing Vesper is kindling his evening rays. Hence, though the sky be fitful, 





we can foretell the weather’s changes, hence the harvest-tide and sowing-time...’ 
(Georgics I, 242-254, ibid.)

The position of the constellation Dragon, as a snake, which separates those of the Greater and 
Lesser Bear are referenced, clearly. ‘Here’, would seem to reference the ‘the other’ pole, and 
would be the Pole Star.89 The ‘shades infernal’ are then to that side of the Milky Way of the 
named constellations. This area of the sky will be associated with the sea/underworld, in percep-
tion of the night sky as three parts (Chapter 6 & 7) something as yet unrecognised as framing 
texts.

Onians (1991, 93-167; esp.163-165) discusses the ‘head’ as the seat of genius, the soul, associ-
ated with fire and stars in a manner blending Stoicism and astrology harmoniously with native 
Roman belief. Among these many examples are Horace’s dictum (Epis. 2.2): the reason why one 
man chooses one course of action and his brother another ‘is known to his genius, the com-
panion who tempers his natal star, mortal god of human nature, one for every head, changeful 
of countenance, fair and gloomy’. 90  Planet and comets are also brought together by Horace 
(Odes, I,12) in regards to Caesar’s place as the comet, next to Saturno the planet. The greater 
the energy – the potency of the soul, the brighter the flame, the star – is also the idea behind 
Roman, possibly following Greek, use of the crown with rays  (corona radiata), ‘as a sign not of 
kingship but of deity’ (Onians 1991, 165).

Archaeologists ponder what Romans were saying about ‘Celts’ and ‘Germani’, but usually 
without the framework of Roman recognition and name-giving of the stars and planets, taken 
over from the Greeks, or not. Caesar on the priestly Celts, Bello Gallico (trans/ed. Handford 
1985):

‘6.14. ...A lesson which they take particular pains to inculcate is that the soul does 
not perish, but after death passes from one body to another; they think that this is 
the best incentive to bravery, because it teaches men to disregard the terrors of death. 
They also hold long discussions about the heavenly bodies and their movements, the 
size of the universe and of the earth, the physical constitution of the world, and the 
power and properties of the gods...

6.17. The god they reverence most is Mercury. They have very many images of 
him, and regard him as the inventor of all arts, the god who directs men upon their 
journeys, and their most powerful helper in trading and getting money. Next to him 
they reverence Apollo, Mars, Jupiter, and Minerva, about whom they have much 
the same ideas as other nations - that Apollo averts illness, and Minerva teaches the 
principles of industries and handicrafts; that Jupiter is king of the gods, and Mars 
the lord of war...

6.18. The Gauls claim all to be descended from Father Dis, declaring that this is the 
tradition preserved by the Druids. For this reason they measure periods of time not 
by days but by nights; and in celebrating birthdays, the first of the month, and new 
year’s day, they go on the principle that the day begins at night...’

In 6.14, the heavenly bodies and the properties of the gods are in the same sentence, as though 
they could be separate entities, or as a dialectic of properties connected to the phenomena. But 
Ceasar was also setting up a dichotomy. These ‘Celts’ were seen as superior to the Germanic 
barbarians as ‘The only beings they recognize as gods are things that they can see, and by which 





they are obviously benefited, such as Sun, Moon, and Fire; the other gods they have never even 
heard of ’ (BG 6.21).

Tacitus in the late 1st c. AD, however, included some other aspects of Germanic concepts:

‘Above all other gods they worship Mercury, and count it no sin, on certain feast-
days, to include human victims in the sacrifices offered to him. Hercules and Mars 
they appease by offerings of animals, in accordance with ordinary civilized custom. 
Some of the Suebi sacrifice also to Isis. I do not know the origin or explanation of 
this foreign cult; but the goddess’s emblem, being made in the form of a light war-
ship, itself proves that her worship came in from abroad. The Germans do not think 
it in keeping with the divine majesty to confine gods within walls or to portray 
them in the likeness of any human countenance. Their holy places are woods and 
groves, and they apply the name of deities to that hidden presence which is seen 
only by the eye of reverence’ (Germania IX, trans/ed. Mattingly 1970).

But evidently not so hidden, some Germani were noted at least as also finding gods in the sky. 
Tacitus’ mention along these lines would seem clear:

‘ “This used to be the territory of the Chamavi tribe, and then the Tubantes, and 
then the Usipi. Just as heaven belongs to the gods, the earth belongs to man: and 
tenantless land can be occupied.” He [Boiocalus] raised his eyes to the sun; he 
invoked all the heavenly bodies.…Lucius Duvius Avitus was impressed. But he 
replied that men must obey their betters, that the gods they invoked had empowered 
the Romans to decide what to give and take away and to tolerate no judges but 
themselves...’ (Annales XIII,55. trans/ed. Grant 1983).

This passage demonstrates a clear tug of war between the interpreters of the will of the gods 
within legitimising authority. It is clearly stated that Boiocalus was invoking ‘all the heavenly 
bodies’, and that a Roman recognised their power, as well. Whether or not Tacitus could actu-
ally know this about the barbarians is beside the point. A Roman is saying the gods are heav-
enly bodies, and evidently attributing the same perception to this Germanic tribe. Again, from 
Annales (XIII,57; ibid.):

‘. . . the Hermunduri and Chatti fought a great battle. Each wanted to seize the 
rich salt-producing river which flowed between them. Besides their passion for set-
tling everything by force, they held a religious conviction that this region was close 
to heaven so that men’s prayers received ready access. And by divine favour, they 
believed, salt in this river and woods was produced, not as in other countries by 
evaporation of water left by the sea, but by pouring it on heaps of burning wood 
and this uniting the two opposed elements, fire and water. In the battle, the Chatti 
were defeated – with catastrophic effects. For both sides, in the event of victory, had 
vowed their enemies to Mars and Mercury. This vow implied the sacrifice of the 
entire beaten side with their horses and all their possessions.’

Ready accessing at a place close to heaven puts Mars and Mercury as heavenly bodies. Again, 
this is literal as in the previous passage, as to Roman recognized categories of sky phenomena. 
Hercules is also a constellation that could be the literal translation of the Germania IX passage. 
All could be accessed via the sky as categories of visible phenomena. 





 .  .                            ,        

Later, St. Augustine was concerned (while studying Varro) with how the wandering stars could 
be named after pagan gods, and if they were the gods. There are also ponderings on how the 
same name could be used for different phenomena, and the metaphor of ‘golden apple’ as ref-
erencing a star:

‘But possibly these stars which have been called by their names are these gods. For 
they call a certain star Mercury, and likewise a certain other star Mars…. There also 
is that brightest of them all which is called by them Venus, and yet they will have 
this same Venus to be also the moon: not to mention how Venus and Juno are said 
by them to contend about that most brilliant star, as though about another golden 
apple. For some say that Lucifer belongs to Venus, and some to Juno. But, as usual, 
Venus conquers. For by far the greatest number assign that star to Venus, so much 
so that there is scarcely found one of them who thinks otherwise’ (The City of God 
VII.15; trans/ed. Dods 1993).

What Christian missionaries and other observers meant is not obvious when they wrote about 
later Celts or Germani. Columbanus, working among the ‘Suevi’ in the later 6th century in pres-
ent south-western Germany, was recorded as convincing heathens to convert by the following:

‘They had a large cask that they called a cupa, and that held about twenty-six 
measures, filled with beer and set in their midst. On Columban’s asking what they 
intended to do with it, they answered that they were making an offering to their 
God Wodan (whom others call Mercury). When he heard of this abomination, he 
breathed on the cask, and lo! it broke with a crash and fell in pieces so that all the 
beer ran out. Then it was clear that the devil had been concealed in the cask, and 
that through the earthly drink he had proposed to ensnare the souls of the partici-
pants’ (text from Jonas’ Life, cited in Cusack 1998, 79).

The devil = Wodan = Mercury is not, in this form at least, an embodied planet.
Well known is Pope Gregory’s letter to Abbot Mellitus in 601 and his tolerant views on the 

content approach rather than changing the forms of pagan practice, but it is unclear what the 
‘devils’ were: 

‘....And because they are in the habit of slaughtering much cattle as sacrifices to dev-
ils, some solemnity ought to be given them in exchange for this....Do not let them 
sacrifice animals to the devil, but let them slaughter animals for their own food to 
the praise of God....Thus while some outward rejoicings are preserved, they will be 
able more easily to share in inward rejoicings’ (cited in Cusack 1998, 178).

Clearer on the connection of worship of (wandering) stars is Martin of Braga, missionary among 
the Suevi in Portugal and north-western Spain and later bishop of Dumium. In De correctione 
rusticorum (c.574), Martin had put forward the following to explain pagan practice, summarized 
(text cited in Harmening 1979, 281-283): After the Deluge, people began to populate the earth 
again, but some had forgotten their creator and his teachings. They honoured created things, 
rather than their creator – some worshipped the sun, others the moon, the stars, fire or the deep 
waters/springs. They saw not that God had created these things, but saw these things as if they 





were gods. Seeing that man was worshipping created things, the devil and his demons took on 
different forms and gave themselves names of evil men. The people sacrificed to them – on the 
mountains/hills and in the forest. The gods called themselves Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, Saturn and 
Venus.91 

Martin considers Jupiter, Mars, etc., to have taken their names from evil men of Greece, 
which is an interesting sequence of events: first there were ‘men’ in Greece with these names; 
the names were taken over by the devil and his demons; they then took on forms (including 
sun, moon and stars) and the rustics worshipped them. 

The ecclesiatic Jordanes (Getica XI, 69 & 70) remarked that the Goths had names for 346 
stars moving from their rising to their setting, and how heavenly bodies whirled around, to be 
brought back by the rotation of the heavens. They also studied the waxing and the waning of 
the moon and solar eclipses. 

For northern regions, the historian Procopius of Caesaraea (d. 560; Polemon II, 15) had described 
that on the island of Thule people gathered on the top of a mountain, thirty-five days after the 
longest Winter night – that is, the Winter solstice – to watch for and then to announce the 
return of the sun to those in the valley below, whereby all proceeded to have a great celebra-
tion. He remarked further that he had the impression that the people lived in fear that the sun 
would disappear completely. Mention of how the inhabitants charted the course of the sun is 
for A. Ström (1986, 242, 253) an indication for ‘observatories’. 

In a homily De falsis diis – On the False Gods (Baker trans/ed. 1967/68) – Ælfric Grammaticus 
of Eynsham  (d. ?1020) drew from Martin of Braga, but he was also more specific in connect-
ing planets to northern deities. He supplies the ‘Danish’ names for some of the gods, from his 
perspective of Anglo-Saxon England (cf Flint 1991). As Martin, he goes on the chronology that 
originally they were men, worshiped as gods. Interesting are the following statements:

‘Now the Danish say in their heresy that this Jove [Jupiter], whom they call Thór, 
was the son of Mercury, whom they call Óthin; but they are wrong in this, for we 
read in both heathen and Christian books that the malignant Jove [Jupiter] was truly 
the son of Saturn.’

‘They wished to worship the gods with even greater veneration, and gave them stars 
(as if they owned the stars!): the seven stars, that is the sun and the moon and the 
other five. . . .’ 

‘They established the sixth day in honour of the shameless goddess called Venus, or 
Frigg in Danish’ (Baker 1967/68).

The first passage is interesting, as it shows actual knowledge of the Scandinavian system in his 
remark on the differing genealogy of the gods. What the ‘Danish’ said – that Thor/Jove is the son 
of Odin/Mercury – is consistent with that given throughout Old Norse literature (cf ref. in Simek 
2000, 316-317), and is different to the classical genealogy, causing some confusion if they were 
believed to have been actual men. In the previous passages, not mentioned are ‘Danish’ names for 
Saturn, sun and moon or Mars, although Mars is specified as the son of Thor and that Thor (Jove/
Jupiter) was more loved than his father, Odin/Mercury, among the ‘Danish’. The second remark is 





a direct referencing to venerating the planets and could also be a reflection of knowledge of actual 
practice. When summing up the weekday naming of the planets/gods, Frigg is also mentioned as 
Venus. Frigg is the wife/consort of Odin/Mercury in northern mythology, which is also apt in con-
nection to time of rising, as the planets closest to the sun, visible after sunset and before sunrise. 

There do not seem to be more specific texts than Ælfric’s on connection to northern mythi-
cal figures and sky phenomena. Indirect are some notations, among various other practices in 
the 13th text by brother Rudolf on Silesia where there is reference to ‘evil women’ calling on the 
moon and stars, wanting to know of the future as though they were God (Summa de confessionis 
discretione 8-10, [Mostert] 33; Mostert 1995b, 246; cf 257 for other examples).

the Church aligned
The sun is well-known as important for the early Church. However, before everyone became 
aligned on the sun=son, some confusion within the Church evidently also existed, and contin-
ued into the medieval period. Books finally determined for inclusion, after editing in the fourth 
century as ‘the Bible’, contain a number of clear, possibly not wholly metaphorical allusions, to 
the sun or light as Christ.92 The Bible is not contradictory as to light source, and it is impossible 
to say how much editing occurred in which books (cf Fox 1991, Slavenburg 1995).93 Other 
sources (cf Timmers 1978, 39, 57), however, of the early Church are less aligned: Liturgical 
practice for the last day of advent mixed ‘lights’ of Christ – as morning star (Oriens) and sun; 
or, as ‘Lucifer’, a Latin designation for the Morning Star, who never disappears, returning from 
the underworld, illuminating humanity with his clear image. There was also transposition via 
mythology, where Christ was associated with Helios in his sun chariot (2nd c.), Orpheus (4th & 
12th c.), and as a giant (12th c.). These various interpretations of imaging Christ continued thus 
long after the official Church stance that the sun was the symbol of Christ.

The official word had been given on the subject by Bishop Athanasius who put forward dur-
ing the Council of Nicea in 325 that churches should be oriented towards the East. Reporting 
on practice, he commented (cited in Barlai 1989, 436):

‘...the location of the churches was generally such that the faithful, in praying, with 
their faces turned toward the altar, would be looking toward the rising sun, the 
symbol of Christ, who is the sun of justice and the light of the universe.’

It was officially ruled upon at this council that priests everywhere must turn to the east during 
prayer and that a church should be oriented west-east. Unclear is to what extent and why this 
was already practiced and by whom, where.94 In the fifth century, the sun as a symbol ‘only’ was 
again reiterated when Pope Leo the Great (440-461) issued a decree against the veneration of 
the sun as a deity, to be seen rather as a symbol of Christ entering his church (Firneis & Köberl 
1989, 430). 

Outwardly in keeping with sun symbolism, churches were literally aligned on the sun’s ris-
ing at various dates. There are a growing number of studies of actual practice, which can be 
brought round again to the matter of religious context and scientific exactitude. This could 
seem to be a factor applicable to megalithic ‘science’ and alignments, and the ceremonial debate, 
in the types of discussions cited under the ‘Green’ approach in section 5.1.2, above. The idea 
of church alignment towards the position of the rising sun on certain dates was put forward 
in the mid-19th c. by Alberdingk Thijm (1858). Later in 1902, and apparently independently, 





Charlier had the same idea. Faulty measurements led however to severe attacks on the idea (Fir-
neis & Köberl 1989, 430). Again, interest in the reasons behind alignment arose but was now 
accompanied by more support through textual research on the building of specific churches 
and accompanied by modern exactitude in measurements to demonstrate particular cultural 
conceptualising.

Various studies of Central European churches have shown axis orientations to be linked 
with the position of the rising sun on important festival days (for example, Annunciation Day, 
the medieval New Year: March 25). The place of the rising sun on the patron saint’s day is also 
specified as the reason for a particular alignment. Instances have also been found of rules set 
out in texts on solar alignment to be taken in a line with the lives of monastic founders of a 
particular building (Firneis & Köberl 1989). Alignments are also in cases correlated to the day 
of the laying of foundations (Barlai 1989). In some cases, when a church had been rebuilt the 
axis orientation has changed slightly, but measurably, possibly to account for the discrepancy 
between the Julian and the Gregorian calendar. Even without the official change, it would have 
become increasingly clear that the sun was not coming up at the proper place on a particular 
saint’s name day (ibid.). 

These studies show as well that orientations can be very exact, but in this case would by some 
be termed ‘ceremonial’ in nature, in reference back to the above discussion (section 5.1.2) on 
megalithic science. A ‘date’ is marked by the buildings, through the place of the sun on the 
horizon, and conversely, one could in medieval times predict a coming date, exact however only 
insofar as Julian calendrics were exact. Certainly, what is being referred to could be termed an 
alignment without clear significance found in absolutes of meaning, that sought and sometimes 
characterising the debate on megaliths. The church alignments to the sun have no meaning in 
themselves in these studies. The meaning is only to be discovered through sources external to the 
church buildings, within the Church as historical context of important dates of feasts, name-days 
of saints, and founders of certain institutions, at least for certain areas. 

The East as a sacred direction was in some areas at least authorized as being very wide in arc, 
to fit the symbolism of Christian heroes on earth, the saints. In Austria, for example, no case of a 
true equinoctial orientation has been found. It is as yet unclear how church alignment practices 
are geographically bound as regional traditions, but it has been stated for example that ‘English 
church orientation shows an absolute lack of coincidence with specific feasts’ (Firneis & Köbel, 
1989, 435). 

 .                                             -
    

The texts from those of various backgrounds are unclear as to what pagans were doing, but there 
are certainly enough indications whether in nomenclature or actual statements of worship/inter-
est in heavenly bodies. The subject for the archaeological interpretation of the pits of Noord-Hol-
land is stars forming constellations; the Germania IX passage combined with constellation patterns 
led to the suspicion that Tacitus was being literal as to visual phenomenon. As to Roman nomen-
clature, why was Tacitus not referring to two planets and a constellation – Mercury, Mars and 
Hercules – which he could see, and which he recognized were ‘seen’ also by Germanic peoples he 





was describing? Must we presume ‘Mars’ the god was a trope, with unknown connection to Mars 
the planet? The phrase ‘Interpretatio Romana’ takes on a somewhat different meaning when tak-
ing some statements literally, as referring to categorizing of visible sky phenomena shared by both 
the Romans and those of more northern areas. There is no lack of stars and wandering stars – that 
is, planets – in later texts in reference to pagan practice. This is something other than emphasis 
on the sun as all-important sky feature, as the main focus on the sky from the mid-19th century, 
onwards. Why such textual indications as there are on late pagan practice have been ignored can 
be understood as an extension of the reaction against the ‘Solar Mythologists’. 

 .  .        -         

Disbelief in pre- or protohistoric Germanic interest in sky-matters seems within academic endea-
vour mainly to have been bound to the discrediting of the 19th c. paradigm of ‘nature-mythology’, 
also known as ‘solar-mythology’ and ‘meteorological-mythology’. It is sometimes seen as a branch-
ing off from Grimm’s school, as an alternative to using folk culture to understand or to create a past. 
However, the general topic of myths and nature and connections to religion in the later 19th c. is 
not often cited as being a more specific form of what caused vehement discussion at the end of the 
18th c.: the three volume work, Origine de tous les cultes, ou Religion universelle, of 1792-3 by Charles 
Dupuis. Including Chinese, Siamese, Greek, Molluccan, Persian, Philippine, Norse, Madagascan, 
Formosan and Japanese myths, Dupuis ‘attributed the origin and order of all myth ... to noth-
ing more than the unnecessary veil of allegory drawn across the visible events of ... the equinox, 
solstices, seven planets, and 12 signs of the Zodiac’ (cited in Sullivan 1983, 14). Religion stood in 
the way of acquiring real knowledge, that is, science (ibid.). Dupuis’ message seemed to be taken 
as a call to stop the study of religion and concentrate on studying the phenomena therein masked. 
Researchers by the middle of the 19th c may have been influenced by his enormous amount of 
material more than is generally acknowledged in connection with Solar Mythology. Although the 
interpretative framework is criticised, Grimm’s Deutsche Mythologie (1835) is still an often-cited 
work for the practices reported on. By contrast, the works on which the solar-mythologists based 
their arguments are rarely cited and interpretations are most often characterized as nonsense. 

Solar/Nature-Mythology was most forcefully propagated by Max Müller and Adalbert Kuhn, 
consisting, according to their (later) critics, of a very superficial (cf e.g., de Vries 1956/57, s37) 
comparison of Germanic, Iranian, Indian and Greek mythology. The school of what was called 
Linguistic Mythology at the time it arose was founded by the German-born philologist Müller, 
who after his education in Leipzig, Berlin and Paris, became a professor at Oxford University 
after settling in England at the age of twenty-eight (Briggs 1978, 6). The conclusion reached by 
1856, and that subsequently most quoted, was that ‘all Indo-European myth essentially reflects 
the primeval struggle of light against darkness’ (Strutynski 1973, xxi). Myth was the product of 
a ‘disease of language’ arising through the inter-weave of the concrete with images thereof in 
an original language of reality. All Indo-European mythology was declared to be based on ‘Sun-
Worship’, with later ‘accretions and aberrations’ being due to forgetfulness and misunderstand-
ing (Briggs 1978, 6). According to Briggs, Müller’s theory presented in 1856 (Oxford Essays) 
appealed to the scholarship of the day and was ripe for reception by some, by others certainly 
not. Some probably read into ‘disease’ that beloved (Greek) myths were ‘sick’. Fernandez (1991, 
4) draws a line from Müller back to Giambattista Vico’s  17th c. figurative ingenuity of Homo non 





intelligendo fit omnia (Man, in not understanding, makes his world), and dependence of human 
understanding on vulgar reasoning, also a stance taken by Dupuis. 

At the time of the rising of both the studies of folklore and mythology, philology could 
supply answers, especially as the new study of Sanskrit, in which Müller became particularly 
interested, was beginning to define similarities between classical myths and the Vedas (cf Müller 
1867-75). The puzzling survival of ‘savage and primitive myths’ among the sophisticated Greeks 
gained an explanation in relation to the linguistic similarities in names of the supreme god in 
Sanskrit, Indian, Greek and Roman if seen to be of very ancient age. 

In his analyses, for example, a figure such as Heracles was interpreted by Müller as a solar 
hero, his twelve labours being the path of the sun through the twelve houses of the zodiac. The 
entire confusion of Indo-European affairs began to arise where natural phenomena provided 
the explanatory framework for similarity, as was suggested more than a half century earlier by 
Dupuis. One was looking for evolutionary origins of western civilization. Mallory (1989, 266-
272) summarizes the understandings of culture, racism and racial supremacy, and the misuse of 
scholarship and/or scholars misusing their findings. He notes: 

‘The great Indologist Max Müller, annoyed by the madness he had helped to create, 
blasted those who spoke of an “Aryan race, Aryan blood, Aryan eyes and hair” as a 
lunacy comparable to a linguist who spoke of “a dolichocephalic dictionary or a 
brachycephalic grammar”’ (Mallory 1989, 269). 

The entire field of study became warped by the societal context of the time. The matter had not 
been helped by those professing to be Müller’s disciples, such as Sir George Cox, who heaped 
into one pile such heroes as Odysseus, Achilles, Heracles, and Theseus as solar deities. There were 
degrees of analogy being made: from Kuhn (1859) going overboard, again according to critics, in 
concentrating on and finding traces in myth of meteorological phenomena of storm and weather 
(de Vries 1956, s37). Others found an explanation of Little Red Riding Hood in the atmospheric 
phenomenon of the red morning sky; yet others interpreted folk beliefs about ‘mice’ as a deeper 
analogy to thunder and lightening storms whereby mice teeth correspond to lightning (cf these 
and other examples in Sloet 1887, a critic; and, discussion in Davidson 1993, 146-147). The main 
source of Germanic myths, The Eddas, were similarly examined and solar gods were found.95 
These texts had much to do with western identity and mentality, but the problems of ‘myth’ were 
not resolved. Later on in the early 20th c., the main criticism was that these types of interpretations 
effected nothing of a structural understanding of myths (cf Grimal 1973). Sun and weather anal-
ogy were still accepted explanations for some up through the thirties (e.g., Guerber 1934). And, 
as well, the swastika is still interpreted as a sign/symbol of the sun (e.g., Green 1991). 

For others, the full import of seeing one’s favourite classical hero brought down to just a 
natural phenomenon is perhaps under-emphasized as having been unacceptable within the 
prevalent ideology of highly creative culture and inextricably bound to the evolution of religion, 
Greek culture and western civilization. 

 .  .                        

Focus by others was on studying ‘primitives’ for understanding aspects of European primitive 
ancestors. Witchcraft, magic and objects as amulets had already been modes of categorization 





since the pagan:Christian conflict of interest, of which a few examples were given in Chapter 
3. The rising interest in the later half of the 19th c. in anthropology, or rather primitive people, 
according to the mentality of the time, served as a scholarly platform from which to attack solar 
mythologists. What came to be known as the ‘School of Ethnology’, its cause championed most 
forcefully by Alfred Lang in full-scale attack on Müller, gained attention and its star rose, as did 
the created understandings of totemism, fetishism, and all else savage (Briggs 1978, 6). Most 
importantly, parallels could be set up and drawn between existing ‘others’ and those of the Euro-
pean past with its primitive holdovers, in myths and folk belief, within religious evolutionism, 
not sameness. Formalized frameworks were being set up by the later half of the 19th c. 

Tambiah (1990) discusses Tylor at length in his genealogy of (western) anthropologists and 
their mentality towards religion, science, and magic. Tylor had already drawn the linear con-
nections from animism to ancestor to possession cults to fetishism to a higher revealed religion, 
such as ‘in the Christian mode’ in his work Primitive Culture in 1871. Types of sacrifice were also 
correlated to these stages: going from the earliest as ‘gift’ reciprocity, which was

‘modeled on human relations between chiefs and ordinary persons, in which the 
worshipper stands to benefit because he strikes a bargain; sacrifice then develops 
a higher form which is based on the notion of homage to a deity: the sacrificer 
does something to gratify the deity as his superior; finally we reach sacrifice which 
expresses abnegation, in that the sacrificer voluntarily parts with a part of himself, 
and this intentionality represents an ethical conception appropriate to high religion’ 
(summarizing Tylor: Tambiah 1990, 48-9).

Tylor made a distinction between religion in various stages of development as opposed to 
magical arts and occult sciences. Magic and the occult are exemplified by sorcery, witchcraft, 
astrology, divination with bones, and palmistry (ibid. 49). At the beginning of the 20th c., the line 
was differently stacked by George Frazer. Again, examples from the entire contemporary world 
were used, but also more of the ‘primitive holdover’ idea to relate the ancient Greek to the then 
modern western world. Frazer saw that the line, ‘so far as we can trace it, has on the whole been 
from magic through religion to science’ (Frazer/Fraser (ed.) 1994, 804). 

‘Thus the keener minds, still pressing forward to a deeper solution of the mysteries 
of the universe, come to reject the religious theory of nature as inadequate, and to 
revert in a measure to the older standpoint of magic by postulating explicitly, what 
in magic had only been implicitly assumed, to wit, an inflexible regularity in the 
order of natural events, which if carefully observed, enables us to foresee their course 
with certainty and to act accordingly. In short, religion, regarded as an explanation 
of nature, is displaced by science’ (ibid. 805).

Magic is an extension, ‘by false analogy, of the order in which ideas present themselves to our 
minds, the order laid down by science is derived from patient and exact observation of the phe-
nomena themselves’ (ibid.). More than one hundred years earlier, Dupuis (see above) had called 
for a halt in the study of religion to concentrate on studying the phenomena through science. 
Frazer postulated how religion had led to science. But, 

‘In the last analysis magic, religion, and science are nothing but theories of thought; 
as science has supplanted it predecessors, so it may hereafter be itself superseded by 





some more perfect hypothesis, perhaps by some totally different way of looking at 
the phenomena – of registering the shadows on the screen – of which we in this 
generation can form no idea’ (ibid. 806).

On the one hand, most would agree thought through anthropology of other cultures has altered 
ideas, but there does not seem to have been a commensurate realignment of thinking about the 
Greeks. Many ideas held over derived from putting them at the top of the evolutionary line, and 
ordinary phenomena of sun, moon, stars and planets became taboo as an integral part of religion 
except for charting the rise of science in studying the phenomena. The Babylonian priestly class, 
Chaldeans, had much to do with the progression, but they practiced Astrology, already deter-
mined by Tylor to belong to the occult sciences, not high religion.

Astrology as effecting the roots of western astronomy, as science, was at the same time a sub-
ject embroiled in the Indo-European question, insofar as Greeks vs. non-Indo-Europeans, par-
ticularly the Babylonians. An example illustrates the point, from another internationally known 
scholar, Frans Cumont:

‘The Babylonians after all had studied astronomy only empirically. By applying to 
it trigonometry, of which their predecessors were ignorant, the Greeks attained a 
certainty hitherto unknown, and obtained results previously impossible. But for 
several centuries, the development of the two sciences went on side by side in East 
and West, and to a large extent independently. It would now be impossible to say 
to whom amongst the Greeks or the Babylonians belongs the credit of certain dis-
coveries. But it is the peculiar distinction of the Chaldeans that they made religion 
profit by these new conceptions and based upon them a learned theology. In Greece 
science it always remained laic, in Chaldea it was sacerdotal....
There is every reason for believing that religious origins were much the same among 
the Babylonians as among other Semitic peoples. Here as elsewhere differentiation 
comes only with progress. Numerous traces are found of a primitive “animism” 
which regarded as divinities animals, plants and stones, as well as wind, rain, and 
storm, and believed them to have mysterious relations with mankind.... All this was 
set down in writing and codified by the priests – for every kind of superstition was 
codified by these Semites as well as the laws of Hammurabi. But among the count-
less multitude of gods who peopled the realm of nature, the Babylonians attributed 
a particularly powerful influence to the stars’ (Cumont 1912, 10).

Professor Franz Cumont was at the time a leading authority on Greek astrology and Mithra-
ism, and held the Chair of Roman Institutions at the University of Ghent from 1892 to 1910. 
He was not particularly, at least not explicitly, interested in deciding Indo-European homeland 
questions. He took the precepts of Nature Mythology – wind, rain and storm – and combined 
them to animism as being a low stage in evolutionism to shore up ideas along ‘racial’ lines. In 
his introduction, his stated purpose was to answer the question: ‘How could this absurd doc-
trine [astrology] arise, develop, spread, and force itself on superior intellects for century after 
century?’(ibid. viii). The superior intellects were to be found in the West, as the Greeks.

‘Every sideral [i.e., star] cult, properly so called, was originally foreign to the Greeks 
as to the Romans – a fact which undoubtedly proves that the common ancestors 
of the Italians and the Hellenes dwelt in a northern land, where the stars were fre-





quently concealed by fogs or obscured by clouds. For them nearly all the constella-
tions remained a nameless and chaotic mass, and the planets were not distinguished 
from the other stars. . . .
Aristophanes characterizes the difference between the religion of the Greeks and 
that of the barbarians by observing that the latter sacrifice to the Sun and the Moon, 
the former to personal divinities like Hermes. The pre-Hellenic populations very 
probably shared the worship of “the barbarians” of whom Aristophanes speaks, and 
survivals are found in popular customs and beliefs. Perhaps, also, certain distant remi-
niscences of the original naturalism of the Aryan tribes led the common people to 
regard the stars as living beings’ (Cumont 1912, 22).

These passages are of the same page. It is clear that Cumont would like to have the Greeks and 
Romans originating as ‘Aryans’ who did not have a sideral cult because of clouds, because Ary-
ans come from northern regions, implying Germanic. His initial designations of ‘Babylonians’ or 
the ‘Chaldean priestly class’ become ‘Semites’ (as Babylonian is a Semitic language), the designa-
tion he uses throughout the remainder of the work, completing the opposition set up between 
western science and eastern absurd doctrine, of Aryan derivation vs. Semitic. It is also a good 
instance of choosing to ignore large parts of Greek cosmology, as exemplified by Plato’s ideas on 
the universe. He was definitely not ‘laic’ – that is, only secularly interested in stars – as the few 
quotes from Timaeus above show. 

However, the remainder of Cumont’s book is not further along this set of oppositions, but is 
more concerned with discussing the intricacies of the priestly science of the Chaldeans and the 
effects on and borrowings by the Greeks, and influence up to his modern day. Perhaps, if Cumont 
had a hidden agenda, it is found in that comment above – northern, c.q. germanic peoples could 
never have achieved science unless coming into contact with the East, through migrations, becom-
ing Greeks, as science is environmentally determined by cloud cover and fog. Plato has been cited 
above on what he thought about stars and Cumont (ibid. 110) considered that: 

‘The doctrine of sidereal immortality is certainly the most elevated that antiquity 
conceived. It was at this definitive formula that paganism stopped.... Even after the 
stars had been despoiled of their divinity, it survived to some extent the theology 
which had created it.’

The nature of the ordering of the planets having been determined, something was held respon-
sible for that ordering, the monotheistic ‘He’ in the text from Plato’s Timeaus. The rise of Chris-
tianity is inextricably bound hereby to Greek knowledge and conception of star and immortal 
souls, divinities and planets. Survivals of the pagan tenets, stemming from Chaldean astrology, 
remained throughout the Middle Ages (ibid.), but were held to be the result of the direct line 
from Babylonian priests to Greeks (to Romans) to dispersal to the nether regions of Europe.

Jacob Grimm died in 1863; Max Müller died in 1900. Somehow Nazi misuse of folk practice, 
such as seasonal feast days, sun symbols and Scandinavian mythology bound to ideas of how pre-
historic ‘Aryans’ had spread themselves over Europe became inextricably bound to these schol-
ars’ names. And because of this, the crux of the matter and the crux of the blockage seems to 
have led to a consistant disassociation by the masters of post-war mythology with anything even 
resembling explanation to do with ‘natural phenomena’ as somehow shaping any sort of cultural 
phenomena. As the Greeks (e.g., Aristophanes, Posidonius, Plato, Herodotus) knew, barbarian 
others practiced nature worship; the civilized do not. What is not now common knowledge is 





that Plato equated stars with souls and planets as the visible deities (cf 5.2.1). That is, ‘nature 
worship’ did not include the heavenly bodies, but purely facets of earthly landscapes. 

Religious evolutionism became the front on which the battle of the texts was fought. The 
lines of development as formalized in the 19th c. are not however explicitly mentioned, but there 
is certainly implicit use of distinction between higher and lower, religion and cult, abstractions 
and nature worship. 

 .  .                            

Using relatively recent translations, and knowing something of the pre-World War II history of 
text interpretation, one can understand disclaimers made on what the texts seem to be saying. 
Wender insists for example on the passage cited above (5.2.1) from Theogony on Hekate: ‘Hek-
ate here is not the witch-goddess (associated with magic, death, and the moon) of later [Greek] 
literature, but a particularly powerful and benign personal deity’ (1973, 152-53). So in this early 
Greek literature, there are personal deities, and implied is that later (after Plato?) one does find 
the same name attached to a natural phenomenon, the moon, with negative associations. This 
is bending over backward not to read what is in the passage cited above. Even within Greek 
mythology, transformations could occur from a positively conceptualised female deity, to a later 
negative deity – within societal transformations. That correspondence to the moon is not sug-
gested could well be due to relatively recent historical tradition. Suggesting ‘moon’ would again 
dredge up the 19th c. discussion of the very obvious similarities found within such medieval 
texts as the Icelandic Voluspa of the Poetic Edda and this ‘Hecate’. Plato’s ideas on stars are 
not especially in the forefront of memory when it comes to ideas on Greek erudition. Plato is 
interpreted as saying something essentially different than Homer or Hesiod. However, Cumont 
thought ‘the piety of the multitude was full of reverence for the celestial luminaries, rulers of 
the day and of the night’; it had been eliminated however by anthropomorphism in the Greek 
city-states, but had been revived and justified by the philosophers (Cumont 1912, 23). 

Generally, the Romans are thought to have taken over Greek religion. Overly simplified and 
evolutionistic again, the explanation is non-anthropological and little is taken into account of 
how, again, Roman writers would like to explain the things around them by drawing parallels 
to respected civilization. Plato’s ideas on cosmology and the importance of male heads revolve as 
well around the idea of  ‘head’ as the seat of seed/life bearing-generative power. Onians (1951, 
163-4) has succinctly summarized the classical sources on ‘flaming heads’ in combination with 
the thesis of the head as the seat of the soul (genius) and the belief in the divine soul that survives 
and manifests itself as a flame around the head. Examples from Virgil and Horace have been given 
above; there are also Roman coin finds illustrating the belief: Augustus placing or touching a 
star upon the head of Agrippa on a coin of the year of her death (ibid.). Stoicism and astrology, 
according to Onians, thus blended harmoniously with native Roman belief: ‘That the departed 
soul or head of the emperor was believed thus to ascend to the heavens fitted the belief that 
the genius manifested itself in flame and the Stoic belief that souls passed at death as fire to the 
heavens’ (Onians 1951, 164). As Cumont thought the philosophers rationalized more commonly 
held belief, some scholars are then agreed on attributing stars as souls to both native Romans and 
common Greeks. But then the problem arises of what the Romans had in common with the ‘bar-
barians’. By definition, barbarians could not be as abstract in their belief system as the civilized. 





De Vries illustrates a different train of thought through religious evolutionism when he discards 
the statement made by Caesar on what is taken as nature worship among the Germani (B.G. 
VI, 21), cited above. 

‘Schon Müllenhoff [in pub. 1870-1908] hat die Richtigkeit dieser Mitteilung bez-
weifelt, und es lässt sich kaum leugnen, dass eine solche Religion nicht nur in schärf-
stem Widerspruch zu den von Tacitus beschriebenen Glaubensformen, sondern auch 
zu allen unseren anderen Quellen steht. Eine Verehrung des Mondes und des Feuers 
tritt gerade bei den germanischen Völkern durchaus in den Hintergrund, und schon die 
bronzezeitliche Religion war weniger primitiv als Cäsar sie für seine Zeit beschreibt. 
Er war auch in zu oberflächlicher Berührung mit den Germanen gewesen, als dass er 
genaue Kenntnisse über ihren Glauben besessen hätte’ (De Vries 1956/1957, s253).

Thus, such a primitive religion certainly could not have existed as late as the 1st c. BC, but may 
have in the Bronze Age. What Caesar had to say, more importantly, is taken as being in sharp 
contrast to that reported by Tacitus. The sharp contrast, if it is one, is of course the Germania IX 
passage that the Germani make offerings to Mercury, Mars and Hercules, also cited above. Gods, 
according to the usual interpretation of this passage by Tacitus, are personifications, as a stage in 
religious evolution. It would not seem, however, in contradiction to Tacitus’ Annales (XIII, 55) 
report concerning Boiocalus of the Ampsivarii that gods are in heaven and heavenly bodies can 
be invoked; and, that these are the same gods as are in communication with the Romans. 

The contradiction lies not in what the classical authors recited, but with later interpreters 
who separate entities into categories of personified gods or heavenly bodies in forcing dimen-
sions of belief into abstractions within religious evolution for the society being studied. A multi-
faceted approach might be more interesting.

Classical writers were agreed on barbarian practice as being unsophisticated in regards to reli-
gion. It is something of the long term from Greeks, Romans, early (and late) missionaries up 
to certain schools of academic research of the 19th-20th centuries. What missionaries had to say 
of pagan practice in Europe is clear, one would think, in being unclear on what exactly was 
happening. There is a rationalization of why the situation was as it appeared to be. Very simply, 
logically, the cure was to be found by teaching, done by those who had ‘real’ knowledge of the 
situation, by Christian missionaries working from Spain to Norway. The text from Martin of 
Braga does include the determination that the planets, moon and stars were forms taken by the 
devil and demons. They did exist, but should not be worshipped. 

But, evolutionism in analyses has been found to deny even the content of missionary texts. 
The most disturbing is the 20th c. ‘chronological’, philological ploy. Harmening (1979), for 
example, maintains the text by Ælfric could not be indicative of a belief in northern regions in 
the 11th c. because its content was too similar to the centuries-earlier text by Martin of Braga 
on inhabitants of northern Spain. Boudriot had earlier on declared Martin’s text as not possi-
bly applying to Germanic derived worship of celestial bodies as the passage ‘clearly pertains to 
late classical astrological superstition’ (Boudriot 1928, 35). He concluded the references made 
to practice had been derived from the description of Gaul given by Caesarius of Arles in the 
early 6th century. Caesarius’ texts, and those interpreted as having derived from them could then 
only apply to that region of Gaul, at the time of Caesarius. And, because these were Celts with 
a specialized priesthood, they could indeed be looking at the sky and analysing it – Caesar had 





said as much. In short then, both what Martin and Ælfric had to say on their respective regions 
is seen to have no meaning in itself, because someone else had said something similar before. 

Undoubtedly later missionaries were influenced by Caesarius, in some instances even para-
phrasing him. Implicit in the assumptions behind the philological ploy of origins is that mis-
sionaries teach budding converts by preaching against practices of which those pagans had no 
knowledge. It is certainly not far-fetched to consider the texts more literally as showing broad 
similarities in various areas of Europe, despite the time frame, rather than instances of plagiarism, 
to be brought back to the first time someone thought to write it down. Not supplying more 
specific information, showing up expected, regional/tribal characteristics and traditions could 
have been simple disinterest in dissecting what was per definition bad form, that is, pagan. After 
all, the writers were missionaries, not anthropologists. 

It seems the arguments against the validity of the same texts referring to pagan worship of 
celestial bodies have ranged from having contents describing a religion as too primitive, given 
the assumptions of a long oral tradition and complex nature of northern mythology when first 
written down. Or, as being too sophisticated for northern areas, as the inhabitants could not at 
the time of the suspect texts have had the benefits of classical knowledge, even if it was only 
‘astrological superstition.’

The passage from Jordanes mentioned in section 5.2.3 (Getica XI, 69-70) had been declared 
by De Vries (ibid. s.255) as worthless because Jordanes wanted to show the Goths had carried out 
astronomical studies, an impossibility for some reason. However, De Vries (ibid. s588) does put 
the gods in the sky, and the very widely distributed understanding of World Tree is seen within 
a pole star and heavenly context. But there does seem to be a post-war distinction between 
acceptable ‘cultic’ practice and something else, whereby some texts are acceptable, mentioning 
sun and moon, such as that by Procopius, but it is doubtful constellations were of interest. But, 
then again, perhaps they were, if folk designations are taken into account:

‘Eine kultische Verehrung bestimmter Sternbilder bei den Germanen ist nirgends 
bezeugt. Nur kennt die altnordische Mythologie einige Beispiele dafür, dass Helden 
als Gestirn an den Himmel versetzt worden sind, wie das z.B. der name Aurvandils tá 
bezeugt. Immerhin ist es nicht unwahrscheinlich, dass einige besonders auffallende 
Sterngruppen (wie Orion, Venus, Polarstern) auch zu einer gewissen Verehrung 
Anlass gegeben haben. So hiess der grosse Bär im niederländischen Sprachgebiet 
Woenswagen; das beweist wenigstens einen Zusammenhang mit dem Wodansglauben’ 
(de Vries 1956/57, s255).

Within that monumental compendium Handwörterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens (HWDA; 
1927-1942) there is also the initial assumption, and then analyses. For example: ‘The zodiac, 
sun and moon belong to the fundamental pillars of prognoses of the future in folk belief of all 
astrologizing periods’ (my trans.; HWDA, NXI:596). In Germanic areas this could only be a 
result of introduction of Greek/Babylonian derived astrology in the medieval period (HWDA, 
NXI:663).96 One could be certain astronomical concerns were completely uninteresting to pre-
historics (I, 61). Bald statements are made through reaction still to Solar Mythology of general 
sameness, and belief in linear developments, played out through the stars. Ceremonial is accept-
able, as is cult in regards to sun and moon, both in connection to ‘fire’ (and cf de Vries 1956/57, 
s253-256), anything more complicated borders on science.





The cult approach is often viewed as being the pagan precursor leading to rural tradition, 
such as the Norwegian practice of placing a lump of butter, as an offering, on the spot where 
the sun first touches the roof in the Spring; or, the seasonal ritual festivities associated with set-
ting afire a wheel wrapped in straw and letting it role down the mountain. Rock engravings in 
combination with early and later texts, place names (e.g., Solborg), and later practices are, when 
taken together, generally agreed to indicate a sun cult from the Bronze Age onwards, at some-
time deified within an evolutionary scheme of reasoning. Within the evolutionary scheme, even 
the native names for the weekdays as Germanic divinities, could also only be a late develop-
ment. Traditionally they were regarded as a translation of Roman weekday designations of the 
gods/planets. By the seventies, however, Strutynski (1975) was carefully suggesting this might 
not be so. And, by the eighties, influenced by British megalith studies and similar theories on 
Scandinavian stone settings, Ström (1986) was suggesting the texts indicating native interest in 
the heavens should not be summarily disregarded. 

The various means used to explain away texts on glimpses of NW European practice indicated 
by late texts seems inextricably bound to the belief that only the Greeks, and then the Romans, 
via the Greeks, could be doing anything of an organized nature with the stars within the major 
step towards monotheistic religion and Christianity. Somewhat ironically perhaps, the late 19th c. 
call for studying ‘primitives’ through doing anthropology as a means to understanding European 
prehistory could also effect taking notice of what cultures outside of Europe are doing with 
stars. Within the later 20th century, definition of cultural structuring includes perception of ‘stars’ 
within cosmology, as the very few examples of the many researched anthropological examples, 
which start off this chapter illustrate (section 5.1.1).

It may even be that the concentration on the sun within European studies on prehistoric 
societies, as all-important phenomenon, is possibly in itself coloured by Christian ideology. 
Even within 19th c. Solar Mythology – especially the conflict between dark and light, good and 
evil – the sun as main framework may have arisen via Christian categorizing.97 Assumptions of 
Greek derivation and (assumed) earthly referencing of myths, and assumptions of the power of 
sun in controlling earthly matters, may be blinding one towards retrieving specifics of concerns 
through a shorter term projection of a western past. 

 .         ,                     

Categorizing along evolutionary lines of religion and analysing texts of the past has led to various 
ways of perceiving what the texts say and could easily be in itself a study on the subject of heavenly 
bodies, science and mentality. The subject of long term tradition and shorter term research mental-
ity and politics prevents even asking some questions on ‘barbaric’ practice, when working within a 
paradigm of religious evolutionism. As far as the classical to later texts one could read an unbroken 
line of concern with sky phenomena, as the examples demonstrate above. The only argument that 
northern societies were not doing anything with the stars or planets is based simply on the later 
date marking, and along the trail of, missionary texts. The anthropological examples serve to show 
extreme variations in what people find as culturally significant in the sky within cosmology. 

Religion, myth, and politics became inextricably bound with the Indo-European debate 
from the mid-19th c., onwards to World War II.





‘On the one hand, a myth always refers to events alleged to have taken place long 
ago. But what gives the myth an operational value is that the specific pattern 
described is timeless; it explains the present and the past as well as the future. This 
can be made clear through a comparison between myth and what appears to have 
largely replaced it in modern societies, namely, politics’ (Lévi-Strauss 1963, 209).

The rise of anthropology in looking at ‘primitive’ cultures in the later 19th c. did develop through 
stages that shows up the fallacy of the assumptions of the analyses of categorizing through 
evolutionism in interpreting early texts. That one should ‘a priori’ think European prehistorics 
were engaged in sky matter speculation (Clark cited above) is effected exactly through regard-
ing anthropological studies. While ethno-astronomists were defining the interest and complex 
integration of sky matters within various cultures, there was some wonderment on why little 
seemed to be happening in Europe along similar lines:98

‘While the significance of ethnoastronomical studies in the New World has recently 
been recognized, studies of contemporary folk astronomy in Europe are practically 
nonexistent. Perhaps one assumes Europe has evolved so far beyond the preliterate 
world of Homer and Hesiod that peasant astronomy is non-existent. Yet, the plant-
ing seasons, general ecology, and certainly the skies of the remoter regions have not 
changed all that much’ (Aveni 1989, 11).

Why there was little noticeable within mainstream research may be due to the paradigmatic indi-
gestion through the forceful reaction to Solar-Mythology, which did become identified with 
Aryan matters. This, together with Nazi reification of folk practice, exactly in regards to seasonal 
festivities, has made the subject very suspect for many. Nazis picked up on the swastika, then 
interpreted as sun symbol. In Chapter 7, taken in context with bracteate iconography, it will be 
suggested as the sign for the planet Mercury.

As to less heavily laden symbols, stars and something on folk belief were noted in the 19th c. 
The compendium of sources HWDA (NIX 762-782) gives an overview of star lore for some 
Germanic language regions. A variety of attributions are recorded: stars are regarded as rubies, 
silver nails or eyes, various animals and plants, and for use within divination within coming wel-
fare. For example, many stars on Christmas Eve were a sign of a good catch of fish or fertility; 
or, if one counted nine stars each night for nine nights, marriage was foretold for the coming 
year. Yet, these types of belief were interpreted as stemming from medieval science, introduction 
of astrology, and bad weather conditions for seeing stars:

‘Der Nebel des Nordens entzieht den Sternenhimmel stark dem Blick der Bewoh-
ner, so dass erst aussernordische Einflüsse hinzukommen mussten, durch die die 
Deutschen zur Beschäftigung mit dem Himmel und den Einzelsternen angeregt 
wurden. Dies ward dann zuerst durch praktische Gründe (Osterberechnung) bed-
ingt’ (HWDA, NIX, 764).

For a believer, establishing the dates of Easter might indeed be termed practical, as religion is very 
much about practical concerns of well-being. Stars as ‘souls and gods’ is also recorded, possibly very 
ancient, but difficult to separate from the imported knowledge (ibid. 770). Recorded are also that 
a falling star is someone dying; or, a star falling in the direction of a house means someone will die 
in that house; or, with each death, a star is born. Whatever the recorded beliefs may indicate, single 
stars played no role in early Germanic cult: ‘Einzelsterne spielen daneben zunächst [sun and moon] 





bei unseren Vorfahren im Kult keine Rolle, und mehr als dass bei der Weltschöpfung “die Sterne” 
ihre Stelle nicht kannten, wird in der Völuspá nicht gesagt’ (HWDA, NIX 763). 

In Chapter 7, suggested will be that the major source on Germanic belief, the Voluspa, has much 
more to say on stars. Generally, in snipping time away from long tradition, for whatever reason, 
conclusions on Germanic ancestors are drawn via others:

‘Die Belebung des antiken Sternenhimmels, der von uns übernommen wurde, mit 
tierischen Ungeheuern ist bekannt: wir haben Bären, Schlangen, einen Drachen, 
eine Glucke, Widder, Stier, Löwe, Pferd, Hunde u.a. in den Sternbildern zu sehen. 
Doch hat erst die Zeit der Herrschaft der Astrologie in Deutschland diese Gestalten 
auch für die Allgemeinheit lebendiger gemacht, und zwar in ihrer griechischen und 
orientalischen Form’ (HWDA, NIX: 769). 

The above reflects general assumption about how folk practice derives. It is a hypothetical dribble-
down interpretation of how the folk get their beliefs, practices and traditions. This is not now a 
recommended standpoint within research of European popular culture (cf e.g., Ginzburg 1988 
[1986], Gurevich 1992, Rooijakkers & Van der Zee (eds) 1986, Vovelle 1990). Study of long-term 
transformations within belief could be given an impetus through gaining ideas from such texts as 
there are, as indicated above, be it those passages from Plato or an anonymous folk. These texts are 
incomplete and subject to many interpretations.99 Recorded for some folk in Swabia and Hessen, 
at least, was the conception that stars were holes in the dome of the heaven: 

‘Der Sternenglanz wird dadurch erklärt, dass man die Sterne als Löcher im Boden 
der Himmelsdecke anschaut und glaubt, der Glanz käme von innen her. Das Fun-
keln der Sterne sei der Schatten, den die Himmlischen zeitweise auf die Löcher 
werfen, wenn sie darüber hinwegwandeln’(HWDA, NIX 767).

Chapter 4 was about archaeological holes in settlements, an interpretation of replicated patterns 
as stars, constellations. The following chapter is on constellations as night features pulling up the 
sun in integrating earthly practices of daytime activities within ritual, economy, time-keeping 
and space as dominated place. 

Within belief in scientifically obtained models, we know that stars are burning ‘suns’, emitting 
light which has been travelling to our eyes for many millions of years. Space is infinite. Stars also 
stand for excellence and authority; as signs and symbols they are quite prevalent as part of popu-
lar culture, and as denotation, for example of ‘stars’ as immortal gods and goddesses of the silver 
screen. Negative reactions by colleagues to some of the conclusions from Chapter 4 presented 
in 1992-1993 were a mix of what has been briefly discussed above: some absolutely knew (i.e., 
believe) constellation perception derives from the Greeks or Babylonians; others were sure it is 
too sophisticated for proto-Dutch farmers; others seemed to have a deep-seated resentment to 
‘the stars’, as somehow dangerous and very suspect. Interestingly, all three types of reaction could 
be bound to a not so long tradition of culturally imbedded belief in the evilness of these Powers 
of Darkness, as they may have been literally regarded by missionaries, and in opposition to the 
sun as symbol of Christ, newly introduced. All cited above were writing on other regions. The 
next chapter suggests how an integrated system of perceiving stars, as patterns, may have worked 
in Noord-Holland through the archaeological retrievable traces.


